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ABSTRACT

In this paper a novel steganographic method has been proposed to improve the security of embedded data
with high capacity and imperceptible visual quality, the proposed method is based on four-pixel block
differencing, modified LSB substitution and Knights tour. Secret data is embedded randomly using knights
tour in each 8×8 pixels block of cover image and n-bit modified LSB substitution has been used to improve
the quality of stego image, where n is decided by the level to which the average difference value falls into,
then it employs readjustment procedure to reduce the perceptual distortion. The proposed method
adaptively embeds the secret data into cover image by differentiating the edge and smooth areas, so that
more number of secret bits can be embedded without making any perceptual distortion. Results show that
our proposed method has provided greater security with high embedding capacity and a better image
quality.
Keywords: Information hiding, Steganography , Modified LSB substitution, Knights tour, Pixel Value
Differencing (PVD)
presenting them in a manner unrecognizable by
parties other than the recipients and senders,
steganography involves hiding the data to be
transmitted to be encapsulated in an outer cover
which could be audio, video, pictures, etc. in such a
manner that it is inconspicuous to the
eavesdroppers. And that’s where steganography[ 2,
3] gains the upper hand over cryptography, since
cryptography gives a hint to the hackers that secret
data is being transmitted, giving them a pin point to
the vulnerability of the system. The dexterity with
which data can be hidden in this technique is
unparalleled and is the most efficacious one
present.
In addition to the requirement of security, equally
pressing demands are presented, for, the
steganography system is being robust and having a
high data capacity known as “payload” [2]. In
general, a system is considered to be suitable for
“information hiding “when it satisfies the three
requirements of Friedrich’s triangle, i.e.
imperceptibility, robustness and high capacity.
Furthermore, steganography can be classified into
spatial domain [4-17] and transform domain
steganography [18-21].

1. INTRODUCTION
The commodity most freely available in today’s
generation is “information”. And it isn’t a
surprising fact since; mankind has thrived on
information ever since they have evolved, from prehistoric times of carvings on walls of caves to the
present age “within-seconds” data transfer between
two different continents. With Science and
Technology providing assistance for information
flow too, on a large scale there has been a literal
boom in the field of communication. But along with
the pros comes the cons, while information
exchange and growth are escalating, there has been
an equal rise in espionage, infringement and eavesdropping on it, especially when the data concerned
is highly sensitive as in the case of military, banks
or security systems. Thus, has behooved the need to
device methods for protecting it, and thus has
grown an entire dimension known as “information
hiding” which provides clandestine means of
transmitting information. It includes cryptography,
steganography and digital water marking.
While cryptography [1] is the ancient art of
writing messages, by scrambling them and
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method of traversing through the image for data
hiding in gray scale images.

In the spatial domain [4-17], data is hidden in the
system by direct manipulation of the pixels, the
most common of them being normal LSB
substitution method, while in the transform domain
techniques, the image is first transformed using
techniques like discrete cosine transform
(DCT)[18,19] or discrete wavelet transform
(DWT)[20,21], and then the coefficients are
exploited for the purpose of data concealment.

2.1 Knights Tour
In a n × n chessboard if the knight travels all
squares only once is called Knight’s tour [22-24].
In open knight’s tour the last square is not a valid
knight’s move to the first square, but in closed
(cyclic) knight’s tour it is a valid knight’s move.
Travelling two squares vertically and one square
horizontally or two squares horizontally and one
square vertically i.e. making an ‘L’ shape move is a
valid knight move. Euler first made the
mathematical analysis of the problem in 1759. Then
research has started in finding the number of
possible knight’s tours for a given n × n matrix. Not
every square matrix is having knight’s tour till now.
Kelley Seibel [22] in his research work suggested
that, by assuming the square matrix as cylinders
and torus, we can get more possible knight tours.
13,267,364,410,532 are the number of cyclic
knight’s tour in a 8 × 8 matrix calculated in [25].
But the actual number can be greater. In this paper
the concept of knight’s tour, considering the square
matrix as a cylinder, is used to embed the secret
data along the knight’s move. Using this idea high
security can be achieved in steganography since the
search space will be significantly high even if we
know the starting square of knight’s move.
Even though there are no circuits on the n1 × n2
(n1 and n2 are even numbers and n1 ≥ 4) cylinder,
the following is an algorithm which gives a tour for
the n1 × n2 cylinder. Start with any square in the
matrix. Then move two squares down and one
square to the right. Next, go one square down and
two square to the left. Then, move one square to the
right and two squares upward. Finally, move two
square rights and one square up. If the upper square
is already visited then move one square down
instead of one up. Repeat this cyclic steps until all
the squares are visited.

2. RELATED WORKS
In the recent past, many steganographic methods
have been proposed [2-21], Chan and Cheng
proposed a simple LSB substitution along with
optimal pixel adjustment process (OPAP) [ 4] , then
Yang [ 12] came up with a modification of pixelvalue differencing (PVD) along with LSB method
to provide a high embedding capacity and
imperceptible stego images. Wu and Tsai [6 ] used
Pixel Value Differencing (PVD) for embedding
data in pixels while the number of bits to be
embedded in a pixel using side match approach is
proposed by Chang and Tseng [7 ].
A combination of pixel-value differencing and
LSB substitution is proposed by Wu et al [10].
Based on the difference value between two, three
and four pixels adjacent to the target pixel a new
method is proposed by Park et al. [11]. To
determine the number of secret bits to be embedded
a multi-pixel differencing method proposed by
Yang and Weng uses three difference values by
considering a four-pixel block [12].
A detailed survey on digital image steganography
methods found in [3,8]. A steganographic method
that uses the remainder of two consecutive pixels to
embed secret data is proposed by Wang et al [10].
To differentiate between edge areas and smooth
areas Yang et al [15] used the difference between
two consecutive pixels but its drawback was less
embedding capacity and low stego image quality.
A comparative analysis of various image
steganographic
methods
is
available
in
Amirtharajan et al [12]. Padmaa et al [ 14]
proposed a method to embed secret data by
adapting zig-zag traversing path using pixel value
differencing. Liao and Wen proposed four pixel
differencing and modified LSB substitution and
achieved better stego image quality with high
embedding capacity [14].
On review of all the past works, our new
methodology proposed, reinforces the security of
the stego-image, making it highly imperceptible by
improving the four-pixel differencing method
significantly and including the knight’s tour as a

Figure 1: cyclic order to be followed for closed knight’s
tour for n1 × n2 matrix.
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xi+1,j+1 and their gray values g0, g1, g2 and g3
respectively.
Step 3: The average difference value ∆ is
calculated using the formula:

∆=

1 3
∑(gi − gmin)
3 i=0

(1)

Here gmin = min (g0, g1, g2, g3)
Step 4: A threshold value (th) is determined. If ∆ ≤
th, n = nl (lower level) and if ∆ > th, n = nh (higher
level). The lower level belongs to the smooth pixels
region and the higher level belongs to the edge
pixels region.
Step 5: The readjustment procedure follows the
range of nl, nh, and should be 2nl ≤ th ≤ 2nh and
1 ≤ nl, nh ≤5
Step 6: A block is said to be error block if ∆ ≤ th
and (gmax - gmin) ≥ 2×th+2, Where gmax= max (g0,
g1, g2, g3), verify whether the present block is not
an error block, if not, proceed to the next step, else
restart from the beginning. An error block is never
used for embedding message bits.
Step 7: LSB substitution is used for embedding
secret data, in each four pixel block.

Figure 1.1 Completed knight’s tour on the 8 × 8 cylinder.

Step 8: Then, MLSB is employed on the obtained
result. Let the output of this stage is gi” for (0 ≤ i
≤ 3) respectively.

3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
It is a known fact that visual perception is very
accurate and can get easily affected by any minor
changes or defects in a picture, and on this basis it
is noted that more data can be embedded in the
edge pixels rather than pixels in smooth areas, with
very high levels of imperceptibility. Thus we adopt
a Modified n-bit Least Significant Bits (MLSB)
where n would be decided by the average difference
value of the block whether it belong to smooth(n1)
or edge area(n2). Readjustment of the picture is
first done so as to maintain the average value
difference more or less similar before and after
embedding of data.
3.1 Embedding algorithm

Step 9: In this step we readjust the pixels value
obtained from previous step. Assume ĝi = gi” + l ×
2n, 0 ≤ i ≤ 3, l Ԗ (-1, 0, 1), find a combination of ĝi
(0 ≤ i ≤ 3) according to the following conditions:
a.

ˆ should lie in same level,
∆ and ∆

1 3
∆ˆ = ∑ ( gˆ i − gˆ min )
3 i =0

Step 1: The 8-bit gray scale image, i.e. cover image
is taken.

(2)

b.

Where ĝmin=min (ĝ0, ĝ1, ĝ2, ĝ3).
The resultant block should not be an error
block.

c.

The MSE

∑

3
i=0

2

(gˆ i − gi ) of the resultant

block would be minimum.
Step 10: Now replace (g0, g1, g2, g3) by (ĝ0, ĝ1, ĝ2,
ĝ3).
Step 11: On this entire process, 4n data bits would
be clandestinely embedded into the block is 2×2
pixels.

Step 2: The image is then divided into 4 pixel
block , the four pixels to be taken for embedding
are determined by employing knight's path by
giving the position of starting of knight’s tour, so
as they do not overlap, let them be xi, j, xi,j+1, xi+1,j,
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3.2 Extraction algorithm
Step 1: Get the 8-bit stego image.
Step 2: Repeats steps 1 to 3 as shown in the
embedding algorithm.
Step 3: Determine average difference value ∆.
Step 4: On calculation determine if ∆ lies in lower
level n = nl, or if it lies in higher level n=nh.
Step 5: Check if its an error block, if not go ahead
else restart.
Step 6: Extract the 4n secret bits from n bit LSB of

(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig 3. Three stego images (th=15, nl=3, nh=4) (a)
peppers (embedded 203293 bits, PSNR=
39.4533db) (b) Lena (embedded bits 209937,
PSNR=38.5336 db) (c) baboon (embedded 238653
bits, PSNR=35.9483db)

pixels (0 ≤ i ≤ 3) .
Step 7: Choose next block to be extracted by using
Knight’s tour and start from step-3.
Step 8: Repeat this process till you obtain the
entire secret data.

4. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
To evaluate the performance of our proposed
method several experiments are performed. Three
gray scale images are taken with size 256 × 256 as
cover images which are shown in Fig. [1-4]. Our
proposed method considers 2 × 2 non overlapping
pixel blocks instead of two consecutive pixels, so
the edge features may be considered sufficiently
and the pixels in edge areas can endure much more
changes without having perceptible distortion. A
large text is taken as secret data, which is converted
in digital format that is in ones and zeroes and they
are embedded into cover image. To evaluate the
quality of the stego image peak signal to noise ratio
(PSNR) is

(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig 4. Three stego images (th=18, nl=3, nh=4) (a)
peppers
(embedded
201868
bits,
PSNR=39.6758db) (b) Lena (embedded bits
207145, PSNR=38.8837db) (c) baboon (embedded
234373 bits, PSNR=36.2527db)
used, which is defined as given below, for an M ×
N grayscale image.

⎛
⎜ 255 × 255 × M × N
PSNR = 10 * log 10 ⎜ M
N
⎜ ∑ ∑ ( p i. j − q i , j ) 2
⎝ i =1 j =1

⎞
⎟ (3)
⎟
⎟
⎠

Where pi,j and qi,j denote the pixel values in row i
and column j of the cover image and the stego
image, respectively. The stego images obtained by
our proposed method with various values of th, nl
and nh are shown in Figs. 2-4. Changes due to data
embedding in these figures are imperceptible to
human vision i.e. the proposed method has
overcome distortions resulted from embedding high
capacity secret data. We experimented for different
values of nl, nh and threshold values. For example,
consider 2–4 division with k=16, th = 12, which
means that four-pixel block having average
difference value in low level ,will be embedded by
2-bits and in high level, will be embedded by 4-bit
modified LSB substitution method. The results of
proposed method are shown in Table 1-2 with
embedding capacity and PSNR values for different
nl, nh, and threshold values for different cover
images. The capacity of embedded data is almost
four times the capacity shown in Table 1-2 with
almost same PSNR, if we use image of size
512×512 instead of 256×256 cover image.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig 1. Three cover images of size 256 × 256; (a)
peppers, (b) Lena, (c) baboon.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig 2. Three stego images (th=12 nl=2,nh=4) (a)
peppers (embedded 149497 bits, PSNR=
41.5409db) (b) Lena (embedded bits 165009,
PSNR=39.6740 db) (c) baboon (embedded 226089
bits, PSNR=35.9403 db)
88
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Table 1 Comparison of experimental result between Xin Liao and ours
Cover
(256×256)
k=16

th=7,2-3
capacity

Xin Liao
PSNR

ours
PSNR

th =12,2-4
capacity
Xin Liao
PSNR

ours
PSNR

th =15,3-4
capacity
Xin Liao
PSNR

ours
PSNR

Cameraman

152209

43.6001

43.5972

162657

39.9307

39.9647

209825

38.5596

38.5662

Lena

158905

42.8883

42.9083

165009

39.6749

39.6740

209937

38.5782

38.5336

Baboon

187761

41.0838

41.0551

226089

35.9645

35.9403

238653

35.9492

35.9483

Peppers

147505

44.0014

43.9822

149497

41.5408

41.5409

203293

39.4613

39.4533

ours
PSNR
33.1363

Table 2 Comparison of experimental result between Xin Liao and ours
Cover
(256×256)
k=16

th =18,2-5
capacity

cameraman

th =18,3-4
ours

capacity

164533

Xin
Liao
PSNR
35.899

PSNR
35.8292

Lena

163381

36.0842

Baboon

245793

Peppers

147553

th =21,4-5
ours

capacity

207557

Xin
Liao
PSNR
38.8447

PSNR
38.8924

271073

Xin
Liao
PSNR
33.0593

35.9258

207145

38.8967

38.8837

270761

33.1584

33.1375

30.8758

30.8848

234373

36.2935

36.2527

295745

30.4922

30.5150

38.4410

38.5882

201868

39.6997

39.6758

266333

33.8967

33.8913

procedure. By using n-bit Modified Least
Significant Bit (MLSB) substitution method,
security is enhanced, while with Knight’s tour, the
data embedding path is unique and very difficult to
crack by eavesdroppers while the readjustment
procedure gives levels of imperceptibility a high
boost. Also, the picture’s quality is not disrupted
significantly to the human eye, by embedding
adaptively into the edge pixels higher than that of
the smooth pixels. Thus perceptual distortion is
significantly reduced. Furthermore, this procedure
also has the capacity to embed considerable
payloads. Thus, in overall this technique is one that
meets all requirements diligently and serves the
purpose for which it is created.

5. SECURITY ANALYSIS
The knights randomize the path in the chosen block
of 8×8 pixels, and then there are 64! Possible ways
In the chosen gray image of size 256×256 there are
1024 possible blocks, if the blocks are randomized
then there are 1024! ways.
If DES adopted, prior to embedding, then it
randomizes the data in 264 possible ways.
Here n is also variable, it varies from 1 to 5
maximum
Hence the total complexity is 264×1024! × 64! × 5
From this analysis it is obvious that one has to
perform 264×1024! × 64! × 5 number of attacks to
crack the secret message. This security level
estimation reveals the sternness of the proposed
stego against hackers.
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